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Executive Summary 

Ancillary Services Forecast: A forecasting model of power production and ancillary service provision 
by a renewable Virtual Power Plant (VPP) has been developed for REstable and is evaluated in the 
present report. The model generates probabilistic forecasts of production at plant level and 
aggregated level, for a total of 13 Wind farms, 5 PV plants and 9 levels of aggregation. The ancillary 
service forecast is based on the aggregated production forecast, retaining a low quantile of the 
predicted distribution to maximize the reliability of service. The aggregated production forecast 
reproduces correctly median production levels (see example in Figure 1). It also captures conditions 
leading to positive values of low quantiles with more accuracy than a naïve approach summing 
independently individual forecasts. Forecasts are issued at a week-ahead horizon for scheduling 
Ancillary Services tests and at a day-ahead horizon for a better precision on service capacity. The 
evaluation of forecasts covers 80 days during Winter 2018/2019. Production forecasts show results in 
line with the state-of-the-art (average normalized Root Mean Squared Error of day-ahead aggregated 
production is 16% for Wind and 11% for PV). Lastly, forecasts are deemed sufficiently reliable for the 
preparation of ancillary service provision: reserve forecasts are mostly inferior to 10% of the total 
installed capacity, and 99.5% of observed production points (at 10-minute resolution) for the VPP 
concerned by field tests are inferior to the 1%-quantile forecast. 

 

Figure 1: Probabilistic forecast of aggregated production for 4 days in January 2019 

Field Tests of the European VPP: During the work package 3.3 “Evaluation”, the field tests performed 
with the European virtual power plant (VPP) were evaluated. In order to achieve this, a complex 
requirements analysis was carried out for the active power reserve (APR). Based on this analysis, 
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evaluation formulas and a key performance indicator (KPI) system were designed to evaluate the 
field tests as comprehensively and realistically as possible. For a compact and appealing presentation 
of the evaluation results, a two-page dashboard was developed which clearly displays the most 
important time series, KPIs and supporting evaluations. In total, 7 pre-tests and 3 full-tests were 
carried out, as described in more detail in deliverable for work package 3.2 “Experimentation”, and 
they were evaluated. This evaluation based on selected time series and KPIs is presented in this 
deliverable. The field tests have shown that an international VPP, based on renewable energy 
sources, can achieve a similar quality in comparison to operational conventional pools and is even 
able to exceed them. In one test, a quality of even 100.0 % could be achieved with regard to the FCR 
requirements (see Figure 2). Finally, it shows how the requirements of the APR are likely to evolve in 
the coming period. 

 

Figure 2 Activation and reaction of the REstable VPP based on renewables showing the FCR fulfillment corridor 

Laboratory Tests: An equivalent model for active distribution networks’ dynamic behaviour 
representation was tested at the laboratory of INESC TEC. It was intended to provide the model – 
previously validated in silico for WP2 – with additional cases that improve its robustness and extend 
its range of representativeness. The results have shown the model is very much capable of following 
the dynamic phenomena of the hybrid test platform, even with the significant presence of harmonic 
distortion. It surely provides the required confidence for the model to be applied into extended 
electrical power systems transient stability studies, accounting for the active participation of the 
distribution networks. The data-driven control with reinforcement learning was tested in real-time 
conditions at INESC TEC laboratory. The main key performance indicator was the deviations between 
the AGC signal and the VPP real output. As expected, the RL algorithm has a much better 
performance with a maximum absolute mean deviation slightly above 0.21MW and averaging 
0.13MW. A naïve strategy showed deviations as high as 0.58MW, averaging 0.35MW. Focusing on 
the histogram it is revealed that 99% of the deviations fall below 0.37MW for the RL algorithm, while 
the same metric for the naïve strategy rises to 1.92MW. These are very significant differences that 
validated the performance of the RL control. 
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1 Ancillary Services Forecasts 

1.1 Objective 

The Ancillary Service forecasts aim at forecasting the capacity to provide Ancillary Services of the 
aggregated Wind and Photovoltaics power plants under the Virtual Power Plant portfolio. More 
specifically, based on the forecast of power production at plant level and aggregated levels, we issue 
a reserve capacity forecast at each level of aggregation. This reserve capacity is targeted for the 
provision of frequency control (FCR, aFRR, mFRR or RR). The considered aggregated levels are as 
follows: 

1. “Partner”: all plants operated by a producer partner of the project. 

2. “TSO”: all plants operating under the same control area, for instance France or Germany 

3. “Area”: all plants operating under the same synchronous area, here Europe. 

In a practical implementation of this forecast in the existing AS market frameworks, the level 
“Partner” can correspond to a Balancing Service Provider as defined in the Electricity Balancing code 
of the EU. 

Distinct aggregated portfolios have been considered for the various use cases of the project: 

- “European AS test” aggregates plants ready to be activated for Ancillary Services test via the 

VPP 

- “French mFRR test” aggregates plants regulated for an mFRR test in France 

- “European aggregation” aggregates all plants susceptible to be activated for Ancillary 

Services (excludes plants for French mFRR test). 

1.2 Analysis of available data 

The forecasts have started to be issued on the 11/12/2018 and the evaluation period ends on 
28/02/2019, giving a total length of the evaluation period of 80 days. The measured power 
production is retrieved for each production site from the VPP interface, averaged to the temporal 
resolution of the forecast (10 minutes), along with the following variables: 

- Available Capacity [kW], which is the total available installed capacity effectively ready to 

produce (dependent on the number of turbines or inverter available at the plant level), 

- On some plants, Available Active Power [kW], which is an estimation of the power 

production potential based on weather conditions 

- On some wind power plants, measured Wind speed [m/s] and Wind direction [°] 
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During the evaluation period, plants are not always operating at their full nominal capacity (see 
Figure 3), due in this case to maintenance activities or active power regulation (e.g. for grid 
congestion management). In the frame of the present experimentation, the expected restrictions in 
available capacity have not been transmitted to the forecasting platform (NB: inputs of foreseen 
maintenance or restrictions could be integrated into the forecasting platform without technical 
problems). Periods with available capacities below the total installed capacities are automatically 
detected and not considered further in the evaluation.  

 

Figure 3: Measured Production normalized by total nominal capacity of 4 different wind power plants, as a function of 
the effectively available capacity and of measured wind speed at the plant level 

1.3 Characterization of the aggregation 

The characteristics of plants considered in the various aggregations of the project (European 
aggregation, European AS test, mFRR/RR test in France) are listed in Table 1. Plants are located in 
different regions with distinct climates and the distance between two plants is comprised between 
300 km and 800 km, therefore their productions are distributed differently as shown in Figure 4. The 
average productions of Wind power plants range from 12% to 20% of the nominal capacity. Looking 
now at aggregated production (at the level of a partner, a control area or a synchronous area), the 
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production profile exhibits a smoothing effect due to the diversity in production patterns [Siebert 
2007]. The smoothing effect is evaluated in equation F.1 by a factor   , which computes the 
reduction in the variance of the aggregated production of   plants compared to the average variance 
at the individual plant level. The smoothing factor of the present test portfolio is of 45% at the level 
of a control area (Germany), and 57% at the European level. These values confirm that the 
smoothing effect of a Franco-German aggregated wind production is higher than for an aggregation 
at a regional level, with the same number of plants ([Siebert 2007] evaluates an average smoothing 
factor between 15% and 20% for 4 onshore wind power plants in Denmark). 

     
  ∑   

 
    

 
 

∑   
       

 (F.1) 

 

 

Plant 
European 

AS test 
French 

mFRR test 
European 

Aggregation 
Climate 

Installed 
Capacity 

FR – Wind 1 X  X Atlantic 18 450 kW 

FR – Wind 2   X Atlantic 12 300 kW 

FR – Wind 3   X Atlantic 8 200 kW 

FR – Wind 4   X Continental 12 300 kW 

FR – Wind 5   X Continental 12 300 kW 

FR – Wind 6   X Continental 12 300 kW 

FR – Wind 7   X Continental 12 300 kW 

FR – Wind 8   X Mediterranean 11 500 kW 

FR – Wind 9  X  Atlantic 8 200 kW 

FR – Wind 10  X  Atlantic 10 000 kW 

DE – Wind 1 X  X Continental 60 900 kW 

DE – Wind 2 X  X Continental 51 900 kW 
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DE – Wind 3 X  X Continental 2 370 kW 

FR – PV 1   X Mediterranean 1 000 kW 

FR – PV 2   X Continental 700 kW 

FR – PV 3   X Mediterranean 9700 kW 

FR – PV4   X Continental 4000 kW 

FR PV 5   X Mediterranean 10 000 kW 

Table 1: Characteristics of plants in the European test aggregation 

 

 

Figure 4: Distribution of measured production across all observations, European AS test portfolio. White dots indicate 
mean production levels. 
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Aggregation level 
European AS test, 
plants in Germany 

European AS test, all 
plants 

Share of capacity 
Wind/PV 

100%/0% 100%/0% 

Smoothing Factor 45% 57% 

Total installed Capacity 115 MW 133 MW 

Table 2: Smoothing factor for various aggregation levels 

1.4 Evaluation metrics 

A series of evaluation metrics produce a comprehensive view of the forecasting performance at the 
deterministic level (median forecast) and probabilistic forecast (quantiles modelling the production 
uncertainty). 

1.4.1 Reliability of probabilistic forecasts 

The probabilistic forecasts approximate the expected distribution of power production by a series of 
quantiles, which quantify the expected probability of observing a production lower than the quantile 
(cf. Figure 5). In the context of REstable we are particularly interested in the low quantiles, which are 
the production levels with the highest probability to occur and therefore the most suitable to be 
chosen as a reserve capacity for Ancillary Services. The forecasting model produces the median 
quantile of the aggregated production and of individual productions of all plants, but also the low 
quantiles at both the aggregated and individual levels (cf. Figure 6).   

A forecast quantile      
    issued at runtime   for horizon   must be reliable, which means that the 

probability of production observation found below the quantile must be as close as possible to the 
quantile value α. The adequate reliability is an important pre-requisite in the context of Ancillary 
Services: an offer of reserve based on a low quantile forecast of nominal value α is expected to be 
fulfilled with a probability of at least 1- α (99% if α = 1%, 99.5% if α = 0.5%). The observed quantile 
proportion  ̂ 

  over a series of   observations at horizon   is given in equation F.2 as the proportions 
of events where the production is below the quantile (cf. Figure 7). 

 ̂ 
  

 

 
∑ {     

       
   } 

 

   

 (F.2) 

where  { } Is the indicator function. A perfectly reliable forecast model would have observed quantile 

proportions equal to the theoretical nominal quantiles.  

 

Production level Y 

Density 𝑃 𝑌 ≤  𝑞𝑡   
 𝛼    𝛼 

𝑞𝑡   
 𝛼  
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Figure 5: Probabilistic forecasts produce quantile forecasts at horizon h 

 

Figure 6: Probabilistic Forecast of aggregated production of European AS test portfolio for 4 days in January 
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Figure 7: Principle of Forecast reliability: comparison of the median quantile forecast with the observed production 

1.4.2 Deterministic and probabilistic scores  

The forecasting error is evaluated by applying several loss functions illustrated in Figure 8. The 
Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) weights quadratically in equation F.3 the errors of the 
median forecast, while in the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) the errors are linear 
penalized (cf equation F.4). The probabilistic forecasts are evaluated for each quantile, applying the 
quantile loss function (cf equation F.5). This function penalizes errors depending on the nominal 
quantile level: for the 1-% quantile, overestimation errors (production < forecast) are strongly 
penalized. 

 

Figure 8: Illustration of loss functions associated to deterministic and probabilistic scores 
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1.4.3 Evaluation of reserve forecast 

At each aggregated production level (partner, TSO, Europe), the reserve forecast is based on the 1-% 

quantile forecast of aggregated production   
   

. To increase the reliability of the reserve offer at a 

given lead-time  , the reserve capacity  ̂  is taken as the minimum value of the 1%-quantile forecast 
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over a parametrized product length   . The product length defines a time interval    which includes 
the lead-time and lasts    hours. Forecasts are used to prepare pre-qualification reserve tests lasting 
75 mins, therefore the product length is set to 1 hour. A last conservative step consists in subtracting 
the largest 1%-quantile forecast of plants under the aggregation (cf. equation F.6). The resulting 
forecast is illustrated by the blue line in Figure 9. 

 ̂     
    

    
   

     
     

    
 

          (F.6) 

 

Figure 9: Illustration of reserve forecast  

We evaluate the reserve forecast by assessing its availability, which means the number of time-steps 
where it is smaller or equal to the observed production, and its average level. 

1.5 Day ahead forecasts 

1.5.1 All plants in European aggregation 

The production forecast of the 17 plants involved in the European aggregation has been built on a 
90-days training period where production data is valid and available for all plants, and evaluated on 
86 days between 19/12/2018 and 28/02/2019. The performance of the forecasting models in terms 
of NRMSE as a function of the horizon is reported in Figure 10. The NRMSE of the aggregated 
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production forecast improves by 30-50% relatively to a naïve persistence model (production 
observed 48 hours before) for Wind, and by 20-30% between 9h00 and 17h00.  

The average NMAE of forecasts at plant level across horizons is 12% (cf. Figure 12), and the average 
quantile score for the median forecast (QS 50%) ranges between 2% and 6%, which is in line with the 
state-of-the art. We notice that some plants are performing worse, regardless of their intrinsic 
uncertainty in weather conditions that can be explained by the limited number of valid evaluation 
points available after pre-processing.  

In terms of reliability, the forecast of low quantiles shows adequate performance considering the 
uncertainty created by the sampling effect of a limited evaluation period (the uncertainty is 
materialized in Figure 11 by consistency bars surrounding the theoretical quantile level [Bröcker 
2006]). We note however an underestimation of quantiles inferior to 1% on the first aggregation of 
Figure 11. This is partly due to the forecasting model, but should be investigated on year-round 
evaluation periods to understand more the reasons of such deviations. 
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Figure 10: NRMSE of day-ahead forecasting, each row corresponds to an aggregation for a given partner (FR_BRP3 has 1 
plant only). 

 

Figure 11: Reliability diagram for two aggregated forecasts at quantiles 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 3% 
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Figure 12: Scores of day-ahead forecasting for all plants in Europe 

The reserve forecast is based on the 1-% quantile of aggregated production. It is interesting to 
visualize how reserve forecasts are distributed and which level of observed production is associated 
to them.  Positive reserve forecasts are reported in Figure 13 for 3 different aggregations at partner 
level. It can be seen that most of the reserve is inferior to 10% of the aggregated capacity, which 
validates the use of low quantiles to hedge against too high reserve volumes which could be difficult 
to provide. The distance between median levels of production and reserve is larger for PV 
aggregations (FR_BRP2, FR_BRP3) than for Wind-based aggregations (DE_BRP1, FR_BRP1), because 
reserve offer for PV is concentrated at hours around noon when the potential production is the 
highest. 
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Figure 13: Distribution of positive reserve forecasts and associated observed production 

1.5.2 Plants for AS European test 

The production forecast of the 4 plants involved in the AS European test has been built on a 90-days 
training period where production data is valid and available for all plants, and evaluated on 72 days 
between 19/12/2018 and 28/02/2019.  

The reliability on low quantiles is deemed satisfactory considering the size of the evaluation period: 
the observed quantiles in the y axis of Figure 14 do not deviate from the theoretical nominal 
quantiles on the x axis of more than the amount allowed by the uncertainty bars, which quantify the 
sampling effect on reliability (even a perfect reliable forecast can be located within this range due to 
the limited number of observations collected). The negative deviation observed indicates a slight 
overestimation of the forecast compared to the observed production. 
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Figure 14: Reliability diagram on low quantiles (0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%) for two aggregation levels, Europe and Germany 

The median forecast shows in Figure 15 a Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) in line with 
the state of the art. The aggregated production of 4 wind power plants has a lower error than 
individual plants.  
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Figure 15: Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE, top) and improvement of NRMSE relative to daily persistence 
(bottom), day-ahead forecast depending on horizon, European AS test portfolio 

 

Figure 16: Average Forecasting scores, QS stands for Quantile Score. Day-ahead Forecast of European AS test portfolio 

The effect of the aggregation on forecasting performance is evaluated further in Figure 17 by 
averaging scores over the horizon and comparing scores for each aggregation level. Scores are scaled 
with respect to the worst-performing case, corresponding here to the forecast of a single plant in 
Germany. We notice that both deterministic forecasting scores (NMAE, NRMSE) and probabilistic 
scores (Quantile Scores 1% and 5%) show a decreasing trend when the aggregation grows in installed 
capacity. Lastly, we observe that the aggregated forecast shows an improvement of the quantile 
score when compared to summing individual quantiles obtained for the plants of the aggregation: 
the average improvement is of 15% for quantile 1% at European level. 
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Figure 17: Evolution of Forecasting scores with respect to total installed nominal capacity. Day-ahead Forecast of 
European AS test portfolio 

1.5.3 Plants for mFRR/RR test in France 

The production forecast of two wind plants involved in an mFRR/RR test in France has been built on a 
210-days training period and evaluated on an evaluation period of 45 days. The resulting scores, 
presented inFigure 18, are in line with the state of the art.  We note that the direct forecasting of the 
aggregation generates slightly lower errors, which is due to the smoother production profile 
obtained with the aggregation.  
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Figure 18: Day-ahead average forecasting scores, Portfolio for French mFRR/RR test 

 

1.6 Week ahead forecasts 

The production and reserve forecasts are also issued every Wednesday for the working days of the 
following week (120 hours to 240 hours ahead), relying on GFS weather predictions. GFS forecasts 
are used because they offer wek-ahead predictions operationally available without delays (whereas 
the retrieval of week-ahead predictions on ECMWF server is subject to queue).This forecast was not 
meant to achieve high precision, but helped detect candidate periods for the Ancillary Services tests. 
Results in Figure 19indicate that the NRMSE increases by 10% in absolute terms with respect to the 
day-ahead case. The average improvement versus persistence is also reduced, it is for instance 30% 
in the case of Wind. 

Plant 1 
Plant 2  
Plant 1 + Plant 2 
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Figure 19 : Results of Week-ahead forecasting, all European plants 

1.7 Impact of Numerical Weather Predictions on Forecasting Performance 

The day-ahead forecasting model is issued with two alternative Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 
models: the ARPEGE model from Meteofrance, covering Europe at a 0.1° resolution, and the GFS 
model from National Centers for Environmental Prediction of United States of America, with a 0.25° 
resolution over the globe. The improved NWP of ARPEGE generates higher performance of the 
forecasting model (cf. Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Improvement of Forecasting Quantile Score using more accurate NWP source (“arpege” model from 
Meteofrance at a 0.1° resolution, instead of “gfs” model at 0.25° resolution) 

The use of a high-resolution NWP source such as ARPEGE has also a concrete impact on the reserve 
forecast. The better characterization of the production uncertainty resulting from the forecasts 
increases the availability of the reserve capacity, see Figure 21. This advantage is balanced by the 
reduction in reserve volume, which is a consequence of low sharpness when expected conditions 
lead to high uncertainty. 
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Figure 21: Availability and Mean volume of the Reserve Forecast, day-ahead predictions 
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Figure 22: Availability and Mean volume of the Reserve Forecast, week-ahead predictions 
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1.8 Summary 

In summary, the probabilistic forecasting model for aggregated Wind+PV production developed in 
the frame of REstable has been evaluated over two months of online operation, under winter 
conditions. The forecasting performance is in line with state-of-the art wind and PV forecasting (see 
for reference [Antonanzas 2016], [Zhange 2014]), and proves here to have adequate performance on 
various levels of aggregation. The smoothing effect obtained when aggregating distant plants 
operating under different weather conditions leads to lower forecasting errors at the aggregated 
level compared to the plant level.  

The most innovative contribution is the forecast of a reserve capacity based on low quantiles of 
aggregated production. The forecast of low quantiles is sufficiently reliable for the present 
application, with a reliability close to 99% for the 1-% quantile which forms the base of the reserve 
forecast.  Forecasting the 1-% quantile of the aggregated production instead of summing the 1-% 
quantiles of all plants under the aggregation increases the forecasting score by 15%. The reserve 
forecast proposes volumes comprised mostly below 10% of the aggregated capacity, with an 
availability superior to 90%. The use of high-resolution weather forecasts such as ARPEGE helps 
increase this availability of 3% compared to GFS. 

Case Range of Forecasting 
Score (min-mean-max) 

Day ahead Forecast Week ahead Forecast 

Plant Forecast NRMSE PV: 10-15-20% 

Wind: 14-21-26% 

PV: 12-18-24% 

Wind:  16-30-38% 

NMAE PV: 4-8-10% 

Wind: 8-13-18% 

PV: 6-10-14% 

Wind: 12-20-30% 

Aggregated Forecast 

 

NRMSE PV1: 11% 

Wind: 10-20-21% 

PV: 14% 

Wind: 23-26-31% 

NMAE PV: 6% 

Wind: 11-13-18% 

PV: 7% 

Wind: 15-17-23% 

Availability of Reserve 92-100% 90-99% 

Mean Reserve Level  0-8 MW 0-2 MW 

                                                           
1
 There is only one PV aggregation available 
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2 Field Tests of the European VPP 

2.1 Concept for Evaluation and Visualisation 

2.1.1 Objective – classification in the project 

Decentralized energy units have to comply with the technical requirements of the TSOs, which have 
originally been defined for conventional power plants. Moreover the participation in the APR market 
with virtual power plants should be economic as well. 

Based on a detailed analysis of the requirements for APR, a set of performance indicators will be 
developed. Those performance indicators shall prove the fulfilment of the technical requirements by 
decentralized energy units within a virtual power plant in a quantifiable way. For an easy and 
transparent evaluation and comparison, the results shall be prepared visually in the form of 
dashboards. 

With those measurable and visual evaluations it shall be proved, that a VPP of fluctuating energy 
providers which is spread in different countries of Europe, can be controlled centralized and provide 
APR under compliance with the technical requirements. 

2.1.2 Status quo – state of science 

So far, a uniform evaluation standard for the quality of APR is not existing. The evaluation is 
frequently based on an optical analysis of time series which illustrate the APR reaction of the power 
plants. For example, the final report of the project ReWP2 contains qualitative descriptions of the 
results of field tests and graphical illustrations of time series. 

With clear defined calculation rules and quantitative measurable performance indicators, evaluations 
shall be made transparent and comparable. The ability of fluctuating energy providers to offer APR 
shall be evaluated and optimization potentials for the control of the assets and for the control 
system of the VPP shall be identified. 

2.1.3 Method 

 

                                                           
2
 „Regelleistung mit Wind- und Photovoltaikparks (2017)“ (Active power reserve by wind and PV-farms) 

requirements 
analysis 

performance 
indicators 

mathematical 
formulas 

graphical 
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dashboards 
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The first step is a requirements analysis based on public documents of the TSOs that contain 
information on requirements for APR. The most important requirements will be identified, structured 
and categorized.   

In order to be able to measure and evaluate the fulfilment of requirements, different performance 
indicators will be defined. Mathematical formulas will be developed to calculate quantifiable 
performance indicators. Those mathematical formulas will be transformed into a Python code to 
create graphical evaluations that illustrate the performance indicators. Based on those, a dashboard 
will be developed that presents clearly the results of an APR field test. 

This document presents a summary of the most important aspects of the methods of the evaluation, 
which are necessary to understand the results. A much more comprehensive description of the 
methodology, all requirements, formulas, KPIs, and dashboards can be found in [3] and will be 
published in scientific publications after the project. 

2.1.4 Requirements for the Provision of APR 

The requirements analysis is based on German public documents (published until June 2018), as they 
describe in detail the requirements for APR. For the other nations it was not possible to get this 
information about the requirements with the required level of detail during the project. 

Below, it is presented a summary of the relevant German documents as well as important selected 
requirements which are used to develop performance indicators. Only technical requirements are 
evaluated, as financial aspects were not examined in REstable. 

2.1.4.1 Relevant Documents 
Document State Abbreviation 

General 

Transmission Code 2007 (Version 1.1) 08/2007 [TC07] 

Mindestanforderungen an die Informationstechnik des Anbieters für die 
Erbringung von Regelleistung  

05.09.2017 [MA IT17] 

FAQ Regelleistung 08.02.2018 [FAQ18] 

UCTE Operation Handbook Policy 1 19.03.2009 [UCTE OH09] 

FCR 

Musterrahmenvertrag Primärregelleistung 03.12.2013 [RV PRL13] 

Anhang D1 zum Transmission Code 2003 (Unterlagen zur Präqualifikation für 
die Erbringung von Primärregelleistung für die ÜNB) 

08/2003 [D1 TC03] 

Beschluss der Bundesnetzagentur BK6-10-097 12.04.2011 [BK6 PRL11] 

Eckpunkte und Freiheitsgrade bei der Erbringung von Primärregelleistung 03.04.2014 [E&F PRL14] 

Musterprotokoll zum Nachweis der Erbringung von PRL 27.09.2012 [MUSTER PRL] 

                                                           
3
 “Development and application of indicators for the evaluation of the fulfillment of grid-side requirements for 

the provision of active power reserve by virtual power plants”. J. Strahlhoff. Master Thesis, University of Kassel. 
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aFRR 

Musterrahmenvertrag Sekundärregelleistung 04.08.2011 [RV SRL11] 

Anhang D2 zum Transmission Code 2007, Teil 1 (Unterlagen zur 
Präqualifikation von Anbietern zur Erbringung von Sekundärregelleistung für 
die ÜNB) 

09/2009 [D2.1a TC07] 

Ergänzung zum Anhang D2 zum Transmission Code 2007, Teil 1 11/2010 [D2.1b TC07] 

Anhang D2 zum Transmission Code 2007, Teil 2 (Anforderungen für die 
Umsetzung des SRL-Poolkonzepts zwischen ÜNB und Anbietern) 

09/2009 [D2.2 TC07] 

Beschluss der Bundesnetzagentur BK6-10-098  12.04.2011 [BK6 SRL11] 

Beschluss der Bundesnetzagentur BK6-15-158  13.06.2017 [BK6 SRL17] 

Musterprotokoll zum Nachweis der Erbringung von SRL 12.09.2012 [MUSTER SRL] 

Anpassungsvereinbarung zum Musterrahmenvertrag  07.09.2017 [AV RV SRL17] 

Modellbeschreibung als Anlage 6 zum Rahmenvertrag Sekundärregelleistung 18.08.2017 [A6 RV SRL] 

FAQ SRL-Abrechnungskonzept 08/2017 [FAQ SRL17] 

Konsultation Anpassung der Abrechnungsbedingungen für Sekundärregelarbeit 15.12.2017 [KON SRL17] 

Marktinformation Anpassung der Abrechnungsbedingungen für 
Sekundärregelarbeit 

02/2018 [MI SRL18] 

mFRR 

Musterrahmenvertrag Minutenreserve  30.05.2012 [RV MRL12] 

Anhang D3 zum Transmission Code 2007 (Unterlagen zur Präqualifikation für 
die Erbringung von Minutenreserveleistung) 

24.08.2007 [D3 TC07] 

Beschluss der Bundesnetzagentur BK6-10-099 18.10.2011 [BK6 MRL11] 

Beschluss der Bundesnetzagentur BK6-15-159 13.06.2017 [BK6 MRL17] 

Musterprotokoll zum Nachweis der Erbringung von 
Minutenreserveregelleistung 

27.09.2012 [MUSTER MRL] 

PQ-Bedingungen für Windenergieanlagen 04.09.2017 [PQ MRL17] 

2.1.4.2 Requirements for FCR 

ID Short title Description  Reference 

Provision 

QA_PRL_13  
Provision 
time slice 

The VPP must provide the contracted FCR for the whole time slice of one 
week from Monday 0:00 to Sunday 24:00. 

[BK6 PRL11, 
para. 1] 

QA_PRL_14  
Provision 
availability 

The VPP must ensure a 100% availability of contracted power during the 
whole provision period. The provision of FCR must be acitvated before the 
beginning of each time slice. 

[D1 TC03, ch. 
3.2.7] 

Activation 

QA_PRL_04  
Activation 
time 
 

The VPP must activate the required power reserve
 
within max. 30 seconds. 

[RV PRL13 
§7.1(4)] 

QA_PRL_05  Gradient 
The VPP may reach the set point signal via an immediate step response. 
Additionally the rate of change of power has to be agreed with the TSO. The 
VPP has to activate the FCR evenly, e.g. the first 50 % in the first 15 seconds.    

[E&F PRL14, ch. 
2.6], [RV PRL13 
§7.1(4)], [UCTE 
OH09,(A-S2.3.)] 
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QA_PRL_06  
Duration of 
activation 

The VPP must be able to deliver the contracted FCR for at least 15 minutes.  
[D1 TC03, ch. 

3.2.6] 

QA_PRL_08  
Over- and 
underfulfill
ment 

The VPP must ensure a maximum overfulfillment of 5 MW or 20 % of the set 
point and avoid any underfulfillment.  

[RV PRL13, 
§10(7)-(8)] 

Economy 

QA_PRL_24 
Loss of 
Energy 

The VPP should cause a minimum of loss of energy during the provision and 
activation of APR.  

 

QA_PRL_25 
Contract 
sanctions 

The VPP should avoid possible penalties caused by repeated outages, under- 
or overfulfillment and extra costs due to more expensive FCR products which 
have to be procured by the TSO. 

[RV PRL13, § 13 
para. (4)] 

 

2.1.4.3 Requirements for aFRR 

ID Short title Description  Reference 

Provision  

QA_SRL_13 
Provision 
time slice 

The VPP must provide the one day ahead contracted aFRR for the 
whole day separated into six time slices of each 4 hours. 

[BK6 SRL17, 
para. 2-3] 

QA_SRL_14 
Provision 
availability 

The VPP must ensure a 100% availability of contracted positive and 
negative power during the whole provision period. 

[D2.1a TC07, 
para. 3.2.2] 

Activation 

QA_SRL_03 
Activation 
time 

The VPP must activate the required power reserve
 

within max. 5 
minutes. 

[D2.1a TC07, 
ch. 3.2.4] 

QA_SRL_04 Reaction 
The VPP must show a first reaction to a changing set point within max. 
30 seconds. 

[D2.1a TC07, 
ch. 3.2.4] 

QA_SRL_05 
Minimum 
gradient 

The VPP must follow a dynamic gradient depending on the set point 
progress, which is given by the required power change divided by 270 
seconds. 

[A6 RV SRL17, 
S. 1-2] 

QA_SRL_07 
Overfulfillme
nt 

The VPP must ensure a maximum overfulfillment of 5 MW or 10 % of 
the set point. 

[RV SRL11, 
§10(10)],[D2.1a 
TC07, ch. 3.2.4] 

QA_SRL_08 
Tolerance 
channel 

The VPP must provide the APR at any time within the acceptance 
channel with appending tolerance of ± 5 % of the set point. 

[AV RV SRL17, 
§1, para. 1] 

Economy 
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QA_SRL_09 
Penalties for 
underfulfillme
nt 

The VPP must stick to the lower tolerance value of 95 % of the set point 
in order to pay no penalties.  

[A6 RV SRL17, 
S. 10] 

QA_SRL_27 
Loss of 
energy 

The VPP should cause a minimum of loss of energy during the provision 
and activation of APR.  

 

QA_SRL_28 
Billable 
energy 
amounts 

The VPP should generate an accepted and billable energy amount as 
high as possible.  

[MI SRL18, S. 
11] 

QA_SRL_29 
Contract 
sanctions 

The VPP should avoid possible penalties caused by repeated outages, 
under- or overfulfillment and extra costs due to more expensive aFRR 
products which have to be procured by the TSO. 

[RV SRL11, 
§13(5)-(6)] 

 

2.1.4.4 Requirements for mFRR 

ID Short title Description Reference 

Provision  

QA_MRL_10 
Provision 
time slice 

The VPP must provide the one day ahead contracted aFRR for the 
whole day separated into six time slices of each 4 hours. 

[BK6 MRL17, 
para. 2-3] 

QA_MRL_11 
Provision 
availability 

The VPP must ensure a 100% availability of contracted positive and 
negative power during the whole provision period. Technical units 
whose availability is below 100% may only be prequalified within a 
mFRR cluster. 

[D3 TC07, ch. 
3.2.4] 

Activation 

QA_MRL_03 
Activation 
time 

The VPP must activate the required power reserve
 
within max. 15 

minutes. 

[D3 TC07, ch. 
3.2.4] 

QA_MRL_05 
Over- and 
underfulfillm
ent 

The VPP must ensure a maximum overfulfillment of 20 % of the set 
point and avoid any underfulfillment.  

[RV MRL12, 
§11(9)] 

QA_MRL_06 
Maximum 
remuneration 

For a maximum APR remuneration the VPP shall provide preferably 
exactly 100 % of the set point. 

[RV MRL12, 
§15(9)] 

Economy 

QA_MRL_21 
Loss of 
energy 

The VPP should cause a minimum of loss of energy during the provision 
and activation of APR.  

 

QA_MRL_22 
Billable 
energy 
amounts 

The VPP should generate an accepted and billable energy amount as 
high as possible.  

 

QA_MRL_23 
Contract 
sanctions 

The VPP should avoid possible penalties caused by repeated outages, 
under- or overfulfillment and extra costs due to more expensive mFRR 

[RV MRL12, 
§14(5)-(7)] 
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products which have to be procured by the TSO. 

 

2.1.4.5 Uncertainties and Inconsistencies within the Documents 

The researches have shown, that the requirement documents had a confusing structure. Partly 
outdated documents are existing or new separated complements have to be considered. As well, the 
requirements are partly inconsistent, incomplete or contradictory. 

For example, the regulations regarding the tolerance corridor for aFRR is not clearly defined. Some 
documents describe a tolerance corridor of +/- 5% of the fulfilment corridor [MI SRL18, S. 5], others 
define a maximum tolerated overfulfillment of 5 MW or 10 % of the set point [RV SRL11, §10 (10)]. 

Another uncertainty exists regarding a ramp phase during the activation of FCR. The FCR may be 
activated by an immediate step response or with a power gradient agreed with the TSO [RV PRL13, 
§7.1(4)], [E&F PRL14, Kap. 2.6]. Another source defines that 50 % of the FCR have to be activated 
during the first 15 seconds and the other 50 % during seconds 15 to 30 [UCTE OH09, A-S2.3]. 

A very important aspect is the missing official information regarding the requirements during periods 
with set point zero. Internal information of a German TSO lead to the assumption of a tolerance of 
+/- 5 MW for FCR and aFRR. This value, and especially the according requirement for mFRR, has to be 
validated with the TSOs. 

Some of these aspects will be treated again in chapter 2.3. Besides that this topic is further described 
in the conclusions and recommendations of the project. 

2.1.5 KPI Systematology with Mathematical Background 

2.1.5.1 Variables 

2.1.5.1.1 Time Series given from the VPP 

The following time series can directly be exported from the VPP to use them for further calculations. 

- Active Power    P(t) 

- Available Active Power    AAP(t) 

- Real Time Schedule     RTS(t)4 

- Ordered APR Capacity (Provision set point) 

o Positive      Provord,pos(t) 

o Negative      Provord,neg (t) 

                                                           
4
 RTS(t) = AAP(t) - Provord,pos(t) 
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- Set point APR      s(t) 

- Actual Value APR (Activation)    av (t)5 

 

In the following, two definitions will be important: 

2.1.5.1.2 Calculated Time Series  

The following time series are calculated to further calculate the KPIs. The formulas for the upper and 
lower limit of the fulfilment corridor consider the requirements for APR and are adapted to official 
public formulas of the German TSOs as in [MI SRL18]. The formulas are exemplary for the calculation 
of FCR KPIs.  

Acceptance Channel 

- upper limit    uac(t) 

- lower limit   lac(t)  

              {              }  

              {              }  

Fulfillment Corridor  

- upper limit    ufc(t) 

- lower limit   lfc(t)   

          

{
 

 
   {                          }                                      |                   

   {                                         }   |                  
   {          }                                                                                |                  

   {           }                                                                                   |                  

 

                                                           
5
 av (t) = P(t) – RTS(t) 

1. Activation: the activated active power reserve 

- set point s(t): sent by the VPP control system 

- actual value av(t): reaction of the plants in the VPP 

 

2. Provision: active power reserve capacity needed to reach the set point 

- Ordered Active Power Reserve Capacity Provord,pos/neg (t): contracted active power reserve 

- Provided Active Power Reserve Capacity Provpos/neg (t): really provided capacity 
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{
 

 
   {                           }                                  |       ≤            

   {                                         }   |                  
   {           }                                                                           |                  

   {           }                                                                                  |                  

  

Provided APR Capacity (Provision) 

- Positive                                  

- Negative                                   

 

2.1.5.2 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

2.1.5.2.1 Values within Fullfillment Corridor 

The values within the fulfilment corridor are one main metric to determine a KPI regarding the 
activation quality. 

The fulfillment corridor is determined for each time stamp by the upper border to overfulfillment 
and the lower border to underfulfillment and considerates positive and negative tolerances as well as 
ramp up periods. The quality of the activation is measured by the share of actual values, which are 
within the fulfilment corridor. The KPIs are subdivided into positive and negative activation and set 
point zero. 

 

Positive APR 

                                |       ≤           ≤        

                               
                      

      

                      

                              

       
6     

Negative APR 

                                |       ≤           ≤        

                               
                     

 

      

                     
 

                             
 

       
     

Set point zero 

                                 |       ≤            ≤        

                                                           

6
         ≙  absolute frequency of an event E within a quantity m    

       ≙  Sequence of a variable value x with n elements 
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Total quality of activation 

                            |       ≤        ≤        

                           
                  

      

                  

                          

       
 

 

2.1.5.2.2 Availability of Provided Power 

The quality of provided power is measured by the basic (theoretical) possibility to activate the full 
positive as well as the full negative control power at any time. The availability is given if the 
contracted APR is provided 100%. The availability is calculated for each time stamp separated in 
positive and negative provision and the total availability as the arithmetic mean for both positive and 
negative provision.  

 

                      {
                                                     |                                

    |         
 

                     {
                                                        |  |          |   |           |   

  |       
 

Positive                                               
 7                                           

Negative                                              
 
                                           

Negative and positive                                            
                      

 
   8 

2.1.5.2.3 Overall KPI 

In order to generate one summarizing over-all KPI, which shows the test result in one single number, 
the activation and the provision KPI are aggregated considering their temporal weighting. 

        
                                                                       

                      
   9   

                                                           
7
  ̅  ≙  arithmetic mean of a quantity m 

8
            ≙  intersection of quantities m1 and m2  

9
  The KPIs of provision and activation are aggregated regarding their time share. 

            ≙  time share of activation periods 

                 ≙  time share of provision periods 
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2.1.5.3 Other Performance Indicators and Supporting Analysis 

2.1.5.3.1 Deviations from Set Point 

To evaluate the deviations from the set point, the system first determines the maximum values for 
overfulfillment and underfulfillment as well as the share of fulfilled requirements, and secondly a 
statistical frequency distribution of the relative deviations from the target value. 

The relative und absolute deviations from the set point are only calculated in periods with a constant 
set point, e.g. the time slice after the power change phase (30 s for FCR, 5 min for aFRR, 15 min for 
mFRR). 

Relative deviations from set point              
           

    
                                   

Absolute deviations from set point             {
              |      

              |      
  

Maximum Overfulfillment 

Relative                       {         }     

Absolute                       {         }   

Share of fulfilled requirements 

FCR                       |          ≤                 ≤      

aFRR                        |          ≤                 ≤      

mFRR                        |          ≤     

                    
            

      

            
                   

        
                                            

 

Maximum underfulfillment 

Relative                        {         }                                                                        

Absolute                       {         }                                                                     

Share of fulfilled requirements 

FCR                        |             

aFRR                        |                  

mFRR                        |             
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2.1.5.3.2 Activation Times 

To calculate the (de-)activation time, the time after a setpoint change is calculated at which the 
actual value reaches or exceeds the setpoint for the first time. The maximum permitted activation 
time t(act,max) or deactivation time t(deact,max) is 30 s for FCR, 300 s for aFRR and 900s for mFRR.  

Set point change (activation)                 |  |    |   |      | 

Activation time (setpoint reached)                           

 

Minimum activation time                {        }                                  

Maximum activation time                {        }                                

Share of fulfilled requirements                           ≤           

                 
         

 
      

 

2.1.5.3.3 Loss Energy 

As already described in deliverable D3.2, the loss energy during a field test is calculated 

        ∫                , 

or with consideration of an overestimation of the available active power (AAP) which corresponds to 
the “b” in the offset correction function 

        ∫                  . 

Moreover, the minimum needed loss energy is calculated, which can be reached if the set point 
would be fulfilled exactly. 

           ∫                 |       |              

Two conditions have to be considered: to only calculate the loss energy during the 30 minutes of the 
field test protocol or if the real time schedule is different to the AAP. 

 

2.1.5.3.4 Accepted Values and Penalisation 

The following calculations are only valid for aFRR and refer to the invoicing conditions as in [MI 
SRL18]. The accepted values are all values up to upper border of the acceptance channel (without 
tolerances), which means that values above (with tolerated overfulfillment) cannot be remunerated. 
The allocable accepted values can be lower than the accepted values. That means during the 
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deactivation ramp phases not all values can be remunerated which are within the acceptance 
channel. 

Accepted Values 

Positive APR 

             {
   {            }                              

                                       
    

        ∫                                                                                                                                     

Negative APR 

            {
   {            }                              

                                       
    

        ∫                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Allocable Accepted Values 

Positive APR 

                        {                      {  ∫                     
     

   

} }   

         ∫                                                                                                                                      

Negative APR 

                        {                      {  ∫                     
     

   

} }   

         ∫                                                                                                                                     

 

 

Underfulfillment with Penalisation 

Positive APR 
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           {
   {                   }      |        

                                                |    
 

        ∫                                                                                                                                         

Negative APR 

           {
   {  |      |            }      |        

                                                    |    
 

        ∫                                                                                                                                          

2.1.6 Concept of the Evaluation Dashboards 

2.1.6.1 Different Evaluation Phases Dependent from Set Point Complexity 

Not all KPIs can be evaluated in the current development stage for every conceivable form of a set 
point signal. For this reason, a distinction is made in the evaluations between: 

1. phases with constant set point signal: the set point must have the same value for at least as long 
as the duration of the maximum permitted activation time (FCR > 30s, aFRR > 5 min, mFRR > 15 min), 

2. phases with simple set point change, in which no further new set point occurs after a new set 
point within the maximum permitted activation time (in accordance with the double hump curve in 
the model protocols required by the TSOs for pre-qualification), 

3. phases with multiple changing set point values, in which a new set point value is already available 
before the maximum permitted activation time has been reached after a first set point change. 

Some performance indicators can only be calculated for a specific phase, e.g. the deviation from set 
point only for phases with constant set point signal or the activation times only for phases with a 
single change of the set point value. The different phases are marked with colours in the time series 
as well as in the headings of the evaluations on the dashboard.  

Table 3 Evaluation Phases 

Colour Valid for 

Yellow phases with constant set point signal 

Orange phases with simple set point change 

Red phases with multiple changing set point values 

White phases with constant set point signal with value “zero” 

Grey No evaluation 
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A first draft of a dashboard is conceptualized with two pages. The first page contains the most 
important time series and the KPIs which are of highest interest. The second page shows more 
detailed performance indicators and supporting analysis. 

2.1.6.2 Time Series and Main KPIs 

The following time series are illustrated on first page of the dashboard (see Figure 23): 

- FCR setpoint  s(t) 

- FCR actual value  av(t) 

- Fulfilment corridor ufc(t) and lfc(t) 

- Ordered provision Provord,pos(t) and Provord,neg(t) 

- Real time schedule RTS(t) 

- Available active power AAP(t) 

- Active power P(t) 

 

Figure 23 Evaluation Dashboard Page 1 
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The main KPIs regarding the activation quality and the provision availability are represented by 
different pie charts. As well as one summarizing Overall KPI, which shows the test result in one single 
number.  

According to the valid requirements, the pie charts, as well as the numbers below, become totally 
green, if 100% of the measured values are within the tolerance corridor (Activation Quality), or the 
availability of provided APR is 100% (Provision Availability). 

 

2.1.6.3 Supporting Analysis 

The supporting analysis contains the activation times, the maximum deviations from set point, as 
well as a statistical analysis about the deviations from set point, and the loss energy (see Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24 Evaluation Dashboard Page 2 
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2.1.6.3.1 Activation Times 

The activation times are evaluated by the minimum and maximum activation time in the field test, 
separated into positive / negative activation and deactivation. The pie charts represent the share of 
activation times that meet the requirements (see Figure 25). The evaluation is valid for phases with a 
simple set point change.  

 

Figure 25 Evaluation of Activation Times 

2.1.6.3.2 Deviations from Set Point 

This evaluation shows the maximum deviations from the setpoint value, divided into over- and 
underfulfillment of the setpoint value and phases of positive, negative and no activation of APR (see 
Figure 26). The maximum relative deviation from the setpoint with the associated absolute value and 
the maximum absolute deviation from the setpoint with the associated relative value are calculated. 
The pie charts represent the share of tolerated over- and underfulfillment that meet the 
requirements. This evaluation is valid for phases with constant set point signal and constant set point 
signal “zero”. 
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Figure 26 Evaluation of Deviations from Set Point 

2.1.6.3.3 Statistical Analysis 

Figure 27 shows the percentage distribution (statistical frequency) of occurrence of relative 
deviations from the set point in defined class ranges divided into positive and negative APR. The 
evaluation is valid for phases with constant set point signal. 

This analysis allows a more in-depth examination of the previous evaluation. For example, it is 
possible to determine which relative deviation from the setpoint value is present in most cases or to 
what extent a certain deviation from the setpoint value could be achieved. Thus, for example, a 
relative or absolute offset could be defined for the control system of the VPP in order to compensate 
for the deviations. In addition, more in-depth statistical process analysis could be used to calculate 
further process KPIs. 

 

Figure 27 Statistical Analysis Deviations from Set Point 

2.1.6.3.4 Loss Energy 

In this evaluation, the loss energy due to the curtailment of the power plants is quantified and 
compared to the minimum required loss energy, i.e. with exact fulfilment of the set point values. 
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2.1.6.3.5 Energy Amounts 

Only in case of an aFRR evaluation, the evaluation referring to chapter 2.1.5.3.4 shows the energy 
amounts which would have been remunerated or penalised under real conditions. 

2.1.7 Linking of requirements, mathematical formulas, KPIs and dashboard items 

The following table is helpful for linking all requirements with the corresponding formulas, KPIs and 
dashboard entries. 

Dashboard 
Item 

KPI Formulas Requirements 

1.1 Activation Quality Chapter 2.1.5.2.1 QA_PRL_04 -08, QA_SRL_03-08, 
QA_MRL_03-05 

1.1 Provision Availability Chapter 2.1.5.2.2 QA_PRL_14, QA_SRL_14, 
QA_MRL_11 

1.1 Quality of Provision and 
Activation 

Chapter 2.1.5.2.3 see 1.1 

2.1 Activation Times Chapter 2.1.5.3.2 QA_PRL_04, QA_SRL_03, 
QA_MRL_03 

2.2 Deviations from Set Point Chapter 2.1.5.3.1 QA_PRL_08, QA_SRL_07-08, 
QA_MRL_05 

2.3 Statistical Analysis Chapter 2.1.5.3.1 see 2.2 

2.4 Loss Energy Chapter 2.1.5.3.3 QA_PRL_24, QA_SRL_27, 
QA_MRL_21 

2.5 Energy Amounts (only for 
aFRR) 

Chapter 2.1.5.3.4 QA_SRL_09, QA_SRL_28 

 

2.2 Evaluation of the Physical Field Tests 

In the following chapter, the evaluations of the field tests are shown by the KPIs of the first page of 
the dashboards. The degree of details of the descriptions and explanations is reduced with each test 
to avoid redundancies. Therefore, for a complete understanding, continuous reading is 
recommended. 
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2.2.1 Physical Pre-Test ENERCON (1st) 

In the first pre-test two wind farms of ENERCON participated with a total nominal power of 55.2 MW 
– wind farm Faas with 52.8 MW and Bischberg with 2.4 MW. The provided and activated APR was +/- 
2 MW. All in all, this test can be regarded as a success. The reaction of the VPP to the frequency 
signal is shown in Figure 28 to Figure 30 for FCR, aFRR and mFRR tolerances. The KPIs for FCR, aFRR 
and mFRR of this pre-test are shown in Figure 31 to Figure 33. 

 

Figure 28 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 1
st

 pre-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 29 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 1
st

 pre-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 30 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 1
st

 pre-test of the VPP 

The activation time for positive activation was 46 seconds, missing the maximum activation speed 
requirement of FCR of 30 seconds but meeting the aFRR requirements of 300 seconds and mFRR of 
900 seconds. The activation time for negative activation was 24 seconds, meeting the FCR, aFRR and 
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mFRR requirements. The deactivation times were 78 and 85 seconds, missing both the FCR 
requirements but both meeting the aFRR and mFRR requirements. As already mentioned in 
deliverable 3.2, delays in the reaction can be optimization by changing the default parametrization of 
the wind farm and the optimization of the overall communication chain. 

The overall quality of the provision and activation of FCR was just under 94 %. A systematic error in 
the provision of positive APR no longer appears to be present in this field test, since the values within 
the fulfillment corridor are 79 % for positive activation and 89 % for negative activation. For a precise 
interpretation of the results, please refer to chapter 2.1.5.2 “Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)”. In 
the case of mFRR the “Provision Availability” could not be evaluated because the set point signal 
changes to fast and these KPIs could only be evaluated for phases of constant set point signal (please 
refer to chapter 2.1.6.1 “Different Evaluation Phases Dependent from Set Point Complexity”). 
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Figure 31 FCR KPIs 1
st

 pre-test 

 

Figure 32 aFRR KPIs 1
st

 pre-test 

 

Figure 33 mFRR KPIs 1
st

 pre-test 

Because of less stringent speed requirements, the KPIs for aFRR are at 97,47 % even better than for 
FCR. It is striking, that the KPIs for mFRR are significant lower. As no absolute tolerance values for 
overfulfillment or zero for the activation signal are specified in the TSO requirement documents for 
the mFRR, an assumption has been made. Since the relative permissible overfulfillment is 20 %, the 
absolute tolerance is set at 20 % of the minimum bid size of 1 MW, i.e. 0.2 MW. As a result, the 
requirements for compliance with the fulfillment corridor are even stricter than with the FCR and 
aFRR (there a permissible overfulfillment is always equal or greater than 5 MW). For this reason, the 
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share of values within the fulfillment corridor is only just under 53%. This is an interesting result in 
view of the fact that the mFRR is so far the only type of APR in which wind farms can participate in a 
pilot phase. Therefore, the exact requirements for absolute tolerance values should be more clearly 
defined by TSOs so that plausible evaluations of mFRR tests can be carried out in the future.  

More details on the further development and the adjustment of APR requirements are presented in 
chapter 2.3 “Outlook for APR requirements: Amendment of the prequalification conditions in 
Germany in October 2018”. 

2.2.2 Physical Pre-Test ENGIE GREEN (2nd and 3rd) 

In the second and third pre-test the wind farms Couturelle-Biaches (COB 10.3 MW) and Couturelle-
Flaucourt (COF 8.24 MW) of ENGIE GREEN participated with a total nominal power of 18.5 MW. The 
provided and activated APR was +/- 1 MW. All in all, this test can be regarded as a success. The 
reaction of the VPP to the frequency signal is shown in Figure 34 to Figure 36 for FCR, aFRR and mFRR 
tolerances. The KPIs for FCR, aFRR and mFRR of this pre-test are shown in Figure 37 to Figure 39. 

It is assumed that a set point of +/- 1 MW is quite low for high fluctuations of the wind farms which 
leads to high fluctuations around the set point. It is proposed to activate at least +/- 3 MW to get a 
good regulator response. 

In summary it could be proofed that the wind farms are able to follow a set point and to fulfil the 
speed and accuracy requirements to a large extent (87% for FCR, 95% for aFRR and 76% for mFRR, 
see Figure 36). 

 

Figure 34 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 pre-test of the VPP 
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Figure 35 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 pre-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 36 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 pre-test of the VPP 
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Figure 37 FCR KPIs 3
rd

 pre-test 

 

Figure 38 aFRR KPIs 3
rd

 pre-test 

 

Figure 39 mFRR KPIs 3
rd

 pre-test 

 

2.2.3 Physical Pre-Test ENGIE GREEN and HESPUL/EDISUN POWER (4th) 

In the fourth pre-test the winds farm Epivent (EPV 12.4 MW), Crête Tarlare (CTE 8.2 MW) of ENGIE 
GREEN and the PV plant EPF-Chatuzange (EPF 0.7 MW) of HESPUL/EDISUN POWER participated with 
a total nominal power of 31.1 MW. The provided and activated APR was + /- 1 MW. All in all, this test 
can be regarded as a success for EPV. This test was carried out spontaneously to demonstrate a field 
test with the virtual power plant live to the Advisory Board during a consortium meeting. 
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CTE was not curtailed by the control system because a value representing the grid operator 
curtailment was set to zero by CTE and the control system assumed that CTE is already completely 
curtailed. This also influenced the calculation of different time series in the control system with an 
offset (see Figure 40). This problem was fixed after the test. EPF did not reacted because of 
misunderstandings between FRAUNHOFER IEE and HESPUL regarding the interface protocol. This 
problem was also fixed after the test. 

 

Figure 40 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 4
rd

 pre-test of the VPP 

Since only a part of the VPP reacted as expected, no meaningful evaluation can be carried out for this 
test except for the loss energy calculation. 

2.2.4 Physical Pre-Test HESPUL/EDISUN POWER (5th) 

In the fifth pre-test the PV plant EPF-Chatuzange (EPF) of HESPUL/EDISUN POWER participated with a 
nominal power of 0.7 MW. The provided and activated APR was + /-75 kW. All in all, this test can be 
regarded as a success. 

 

Figure 41 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 5
th

 pre-test of the VPP 

Since the active power was low because the weather was cloudy and a significant overestimation of 
the AAP occurred, no meaningful evaluation can be carried out for this test except for the loss energy 
calculation. 
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2.2.5 Physical Pre-Test ENGIE GREEN, HESPUL/EDISUN POWER, HESPUL/VALOREM and ENERCON 
(6th) 

In the sixth pre-test the wind farms Crête Tarlare (CTE 8.2 MW) and Joncels III (11.8 MW) of ENGIE 
GREEN and La Planche (10.3 MW) of HESPUL/VALOREM and the PV plant Sainte Maxime Solaire (SMS 
1.0 MW) of HESPUL/EDISUN POWER participated with a total nominal power of 31.3 MW. The 
provided and activated APR was + /-1.5 MW. All in all, this test can be regarded as a success for CTE 
and SMS. 

Joncels III was not curtailed by the control system because the SCADA-system did not allow a set-
point to be set. It was not possible to solve this problem because of the short time until the end of 
the project. Joncels III was completely curtailed 2 times by ENERCON through the release of the wind 
farm together with a pre-configuration of zero Watt (what looks like a negative reaction in the 
evaluation, see Figure 42). This problem was solved after the test. La Planche also was not curtailed 
by the control system because the SCADA-system did not allow a set-point to be set. It was not 
possible to solve this problem because of the short time until the end of the project. 

 

Figure 42 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 6
th

 pre-test of the VPP 

Since only a part of the VPP reacted as expected and one wind farm was completely curtailed, no 
meaningful evaluation can be carried out for this test except for the loss energy calculation. 

2.2.6 Physical Pre-Test HESPUL/BORALEX (7th) 

In the seventh pre-test the PV plant Cigallettes from HESPUL/BORALEX participated with a nominal 
power of 10.0 MW. The provided and activated APR was +/- 1 MW. All in all, this test can be 
regarded as a success. The reaction of the VPP to the frequency signal is shown in Figure 43 to Figure 
44 for FCR, aFRR and mFRR tolerances. The KPIs for FCR, aFRR and mFRR of this pre-test are shown in 
Figure 46 to Figure 48. 

During the positive activation major deviations of the AAP calculation became visible. The negative 
activation was very acurate but had a little constant underfulfillment. The real frequency signal was 
followed very quickly and accurately. 
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Figure 43 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 7
th

 pre-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 44 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 7
th

 pre-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 45 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 7
th

 pre-test of the VPP 
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Figure 46 FCR KPIs 7
th

 pre-test 

 

Figure 47 aFRR KPIs 7
th

 pre-test 

 

Figure 48 mFRR KPIs 7
th

 pre-test 

 

 

2.2.7 Physical Full-Test ENERCON and ENGIE GREEN (1st) 

In the first full-test the wind farms Faas, Schinne and Bischberg of ENERCON and COB and COF of 
ENGIE GREEN participated with a total nominal power of 129 MW. The average AAP during the test 
was 23 MW altogether. The provided and activated APR was + /- 6 MW. In summary the first 
international full-test in REstable was successful. Some explanations of circumstances that could 
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have been influenced the KPIs can be found in the corresponding chapter of the deliverable of the 
work package 3.2. The reaction of the VPP to the frequency signal is shown in Figure 49 to Figure 51 
for FCR, aFRR and mFRR tolerances. The KPIs for FCR, aFRR and mFRR of this full-test are shown in 
Figure 52 to Figure 54. 

 
Figure 49 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 1

st
 full-test of the VPP 

 
Figure 50 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 1

st
 full-test of the VPP 

 
Figure 51 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 1

st
 full-test of the VPP 

The activation time for positive activation was 9 seconds, meeting the FCR, aFRR and aFRR 
requirements. The activation time for negative activation was 691 seconds, missing the FCR and aFRR 
requirements but meeting the mFRR requirements. The deactivation times were 54 and 217 seconds, 
missing both the FCR requirements but both meeting the aFRR and mFRR requirements. 
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Figure 52 FCR KPIs 1
st

 full-test 

 

Figure 53 aFRR KPIs 1
st

 full-test 

 

Figure 54 mFRR KPIs 1
st

 full-test 

 

2.2.8 Physical Full-Test ENERCON and ENGIE GREEN (2nd) 

In the second full-test the wind farms Faas and Bischberg of ENERCON and COB and COF of ENGIE 
GREEN participated with a total nominal power of 73.7 MW. The average AAP during the test was 
27.2 MW altogether. The provided and activated APR was + /- 10 MW. In summary the second 
international full-test in REstable was successful and had an even better quality than the first full-
test. Some explanations of circumstances that could have been influenced the KPIs can be found in 
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the corresponding chapter of the deliverable of the work package 3.2. The reaction of the VPP to the 
frequency signal is shown in Figure 55 to Figure 57 for FCR, aFRR and mFRR tolerances. The KPIs for 
FCR, aFRR and mFRR of this full-test are shown in Figure 58 to Figure 60. 

 
Figure 55 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 2

nd
 full-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 56 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 2
nd

 full-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 57 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 2
nd

 full-test of the VPP 

The activation time for positive activation was 17 seconds, meeting the FCR, aFRR and aFRR 
requirements. The activation time for negative activation was 47 seconds, missing the FCR but 
meeting the aFRR and mFRR requirements. The deactivation times were 53 and 65 seconds, missing 
both the FCR requirements but both meeting the aFRR and mFRR requirements. 
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Figure 58 FCR KPIs 2
nd

 full-test 

 

Figure 59 aFRR KPIs 2
nd

 full-test 

 

Figure 60 mFRR KPIs 2
nd

 full-test 

 

2.2.9 Physical Full-Test ENGIE GREEN and HESPUL/EDISUN POWER (3rd) 

In the third full-test the wind farms COB, COF EPV of ENGIE GREEN and the PV plant EPF of 
HESPUL/EDISUN POWER participated with a total nominal power of 31.6 MW. The average AAP 
during the test was 31.2 MW altogether. The provided and activated APR was + /- 6 MW. In summary 
the second international full-test in REstable was very successful and had a perfect quality for FCR 
and a quality close to perfection for aFRR. The reaction of the VPP to the frequency signal is shown in 
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Figure 61 to Figure 63 for FCR, aFRR and mFRR tolerances. The KPIs for FCR, aFRR and mFRR of this 
full-test are shown in Figure 64 to Figure 66. 

 

Figure 61 FCR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 full-test of the VPP 

 

Figure 62 aFRR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 full-test of the VPP 

 

 

Figure 63 mFRR fulfillment corridor for the 3
rd

 full-test of the VPP 

The activation time for positive activation was 10 seconds, meeting the FCR, aFRR and aFRR 
requirements. The activation time for negative activation was 10 seconds, meeting the FCR, aFRR and 
mFRR requirements. The deactivation times were 13 and 153 seconds, meeting one FCR, aFRR and 
aFRR requirements and the other missing the FCR requirements but meeting the aFRR and mFRR 
requirements. 
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Figure 64 FCR KPIs 3
rd

 full-test 

 

Figure 65 aFRR KPIs 3
rd

 full-test 

 

Figure 66 mFRR KPIs 3
rd

 full-test  

 

2.2.10 Summary 

The table below shows a summary of the characteristics of each field test, including the involved 
partners, the names of the power plants, the total nominal active power and the average available 
active power during the field test, as well as the amount of the activated APR and the amount of loss 
energy. 
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Table 4 Summary of Field Tests Characteristics 

No. Field Test Partner Power Plants Nominal 
Active 
Power 
[MW] 

Average 
Available 
Active 
Power 
[MW] 

Activated 
FCR [MW] 

Loss 
Energy 
[MWh] 

1 1
st

 Pre-
Test  

ENERCON Faas, Bischberg 55.2 9.8 +/- 2.0 2.0  

2 2
nd

 and 
3

rd
 Pre-

Test 

ENGIE GREEN COB, COF 18.5 8.4 +/- 1.0 0.603  

3 1
st

 Full-
Test 

ENERCON, ENGIE 
GREEN 

Faas, Schinne, 
Bischberg,  
COB, COF 

129.0 23.2 +/- 6.0 8.5 

4 2
nd

 Full-
Test 

ENERCON, ENGIE 
GREEN 

Faas, 
Bischberg,  
COB, COF 

73.7 27.2 +/- 10.0 15.4 

5 4
th

 Pre-
Test 

ENGIE GREEN, 
HESPUL/EDISUN 
POWER 

EPV, CTE,  EPF 13.1 10.259 +/- 1.0 1.322 

6 5
th

 Pre-
Test 

HESPUL/EDISUN 
POWER 

EPF 0.7 0.186 +/- 0.075 0.005 

7 3
rd

 Full-
Test 

ENGIE GREEN, 
HESPUL/EDISUN 
POWER 

COB, COF, EPV, 
EPF 
Chatuzange 

31.55 31.177 +/- 10.0 10.4263 

8 6
th

 Pre-
Test 

ENGIE GREEN, 
ENERCON, 
HESPUL/EDISUN 
POWER, 
HESPUL/VALOREM 

SMS, CTE, 
Joncels III, La 
Planche 

31.4 11.961 +/- 1.0 4.0510 

9 7
th

 Pre-
Test 

HESPUL/BORALEX Cigallettes 8.16 6.764 +/- 1.0 0.4733 
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In Table 5 the three main KPIs are compared for each field test divided into FCR, aFRR and mFRR. 

 

 

Table 5 KPIs of REstable Field Tests 

Field 
Test No. 

FCR aFRR mFRR 

KPIs Activation
10

 
[%] 

Provision
11

 
[%] 

Sum 
[%] 

Activation 
[%] 

Provision 
[%] 

Sum 
[%] 

Activation 
[%] 

Provision 
[%] 

Sum 
[%] 

1 91,28 95,92 93,68 97,28 98,34 97,47 52,56 - 52,56 

2 83,06 90,73 87,12 96,22 87,83 94,68 75,78 - 75,78 

3 69,58 94,67 82,74 81,92 94,76 87,74 78,63 92,81 81,26 

4 94,05 95,61 94,86 96,22 96,74 96,46 58,96 100 66,56 

5 - - - - - - - - - 

6 - - - - - - - - - 

7 100 100 100 99,69 100 99,83 57,54 100 65,41 

8 - - - - - - - - - 

9 79,07 60,71 69,56 91,23 69,3 87,07 - - - 

 

2.3 Outlook for APR requirements: Amendment of the prequalification conditions 
in Germany in October 2018 

In this chapter the most important changes in the APR requirements as a result of a consultation 
process in 2018 will be described. Since the first (not final) results of the consultation have been 

                                                           
10

 Values within fulfilment corridor 
11

 Availability of provided power 
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published by the TSO end of October 2018, an integration in the evaluation algorithms is not possible 
within this project. 

During the consultation process, new criteria for the prequalification of power plants for FCR, aFRR 
or mFRR have been developed. These criteria are  

1. determination of the amount of power that can be prequalified 

2. checking compliance with the requirements of the relevant APR type, e.g. with regard to a 

maximum reaction time  

3. examination of the performance quality with regard to the distribution of the actual power 

values. 

Aspects number 2 and 3 do influence the evaluation results of APR field tests and will be explained 
more detailed below. 

2.3.1 Different Phases of an Operational Test Call 

The first important change in the requirements is the division of an operational test call into three 
areas. Each phase of provision and each phase of activation comprises the following areas (see Figure 
67):  

- Power change area (PCA)  

- Stationary area (SA)  

- and additionally for FCR: Transient area (TA) 
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Figure 67 Phases of an operatinal test call 

The duration of the power change area refers to the maximum activation time described by the 
previous valid requirements and is still 30 seconds for FCR, 5 minutes for aFRR and 15 minutes for 
mFRR. Moreover, for aFRR a reaction time of 30 seconds is defined (see Figure 67). 

The transient area for FCR follows after the power change area and ends 90 seconds after the set 
point change (i.e. PCA + TA = 90 seconds). For all types of APR, the stationary area follows after the 
PCA (for FCR after the TA), and lasts until the end of the actual phase of provision or activation. 

The amount of power that can be prequalified is determined by the mean value of the TA + SA of the 
operational test call. The detailed calculation can be found in [xx].  

2.3.2 Tolerated and Intolerated Fluctuations 

One of the most import changes in the requirements is that now every APR type tolerates a specific 
underfulfillment of the set point in the same range as the tolerated overfulfillment. 

Tolerated fluctuations are calculated as the percentage of the prequalified power and compared to 
the deviation of the FCR/aFRR/mFRR actual value from the mean value of the respective provision or 
activation phase. 

Moreover a distinction is made between a “permitted area” (95% of the values have to be within) 
and a “tolerated area” (5% of the values may be within). 
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The following example clarifies the calculation of the permitted/tolerated areas.  

Prequalified Power: PPQ = 30 MW 

Mean FCR value during a provision period: Pmean = - 1 MW 

Permitted area: p = +/- 10 % 

                   [                           ] 

                                     

                  

 

Figure 68 Determination of Permitted and Tolerated Area 

The definition of the interval of "permitted" and "tolerable" fluctuations and the respective limits for 
the share of measured values that must or may be in these intervals depends on two factors: 

1. the APR type 

2. the area within the operational test call in which the values are recorded (PCA, TA, SA). 

2.3.3 Summary of Requirements for FCR, aFRR and mFRR 

2.3.3.1 Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) 

In the case of FCR, the "permitted" or "tolerated" intervals can be illustrated graphically and tabularly 
according to Figure 69 and Table 6: 

Mean FCR/aFRR/mFRR value in provision / activation phase 

Tolerated area: 5 % of all values may be within 

Permitted area: min. 95 % of all values must be within 
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Figure 69 Schematic illustration of "permitted" and "tolerated" intervals (FCR) 

Table 6 Acceptable variations in FCR delivery 

Area Duration "Permitted" Area "Tolerated" Area 

Power Change Area 
(PCA) 

Max. 30 Sec. + 30% 
Supplements see SO GL Article 154(7) 

Transient Area (TA) PCA + TA = 90 Sec. + / - 20% + / - 30% 

Stationary Area (SA) end of TA until next 
set point change 

+ / - 10% + / - 20 % 

Each FCR unit and group shall demonstrate that it meets the following requirements (see SO GL 
Article 154(7)):  

"(a) FCR activation shall not be artificially delayed and shall start as soon as possible after a frequency 
deviation;  

(b) in the case of a frequency deviation of at least 200 mHz, at least 50 % of the full FCR capacity shall 
be provided after 15 seconds at the latest;  

(c) in the case of a frequency deviation of at least 200 mHz, 100 % of the full FCR capacity shall be 
provided after 30 seconds at the latest;  

(d) in the case of a frequency deviation of at least 200 mHz, the activation of the full FCR capacity 
shall increase at least linearly in the 15-30 second interval; and  
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(e) in the case of a frequency deviation of less than 200 mHz, the corresponding activated FCR 
capacitance shall be at least proportional to the equal time response referred to in points (a) to (d).".  

2.3.3.2 Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) 

In the case of the aFRR, the illustrations in Figure 70 and the specifications in Table 7 apply. 

 

Figure 70 Schematic illustration of "permitted" and "tolerated" intervals (aFRR) 

Table 7 Acceptable variations in aFRR delivery 

Area Duration "Permitted" Area "Tolerated" Area 

Power Change Area 
(PCA) 

Reaction time max. 30 sec. + / - 5%  + / - 10%
1
 

Total PCA 5 min. + 5 % + 10% / - 5 %
2
 

Stationary Area (SA) end of PCA until next set 
point change 

+ / - 10% + / - 10 % 

The maximum reaction time of 30 seconds starts with the setpoint change and ends when the feed-
in has permanently left the mean value of the previous activation or provision phase. This specific 
point in time is understood to be the point in time when the feed-in leaves the mean value for the 
last time. 

The remuneration regulations applied in the context of aFRR invoicing (i.e. in any real operation 
following prequalification) do not correspond to the tolerance areas described above, but imply 
stricter specifications regarding the quality of performance. However, the PQ procedure deliberately 
only checks compliance with the tolerance bands described above. 
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2.3.3.3 Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) 

In the case of the mFRR, the illustrations in Figure 71 and the specifications in Table 8 apply. 

 

Figure 71 Schematic illustration of "permitted" and "tolerated" intervals (mFRR) 

 

Table 8 Acceptable variations in mFRR delivery 

Area Duration "Permitted" Area "Tolerated" Area 

Power Change Area 
(PCA) 

15 min. from set 
point change 

+ / - 10%  + / - 20% 

Stationary Area (SA) 
end of PCA until next 

set point change 
+ / - 10% + / - 20 % 

 

As mentioned in chapter 2.3.3.2 in the context of aFRR, the just described adjustments of 
requirements only refer to the prequalification process of power plants.  

According to [MI SRL18] the invoicing conditions for aFRR (acceptable values and penalistation) are 
stricter than the prequalification conditions and still apply in any following real operation. This raises 
the question which requirements apply to the FCR and mFRR in real operation – the old 
requirements as in chapters 2.1.4.2 and 2.1.4.4 or the just described new ones.  
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3 Field Tests on manual Reserve 

3.1 Activations 

The wind resource during week n° 9 on EDA RESTAT 1 was low initially, from Monday through 
Wednesday, resulting in a low volume of flexibility offered to the Grid (below 10MW), which made 
an activation unlikely. On Wednesday, the forecast for Thursday 28/02 showed better level of 
expected production, thus a fair chance to receive activation (should the bids be within the market). 

 

After a bid price adjustment on 28/02/2019 15h55, two subsequent activations were received during 
the evening: 

Activation 1 : 

 Triggered 28/02/2019 19:12:20 

 Request : 0 MW load from 19:45 to 20:00 (15 minutes) 

 Price : 43 €/MWh 

Activation 2: 

 Triggered 28/02/2019 20:01:27 

 Request : 0 MW load from 20:45 to 21:00 (15 minutes) 

 Price : -9 €/MWh 
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3.2 Assessment of the activations as per REMA rules 

The below assessment of the activations is made after the REMA Rules (section 1 Chapter 4.5). It 
consists in computing, based on 10mn production data, the following values on each 30 intervals 
during which the activation is “on”: 

• Vreq: volume requested 

• Vr : realized volume = max (scheduled – actual; 0) 

• Ve: error volume = actual + requested – scheduled 

• KPI : if (Ve < 20% * Vreq), the activation is successful and Vr is paid to the operator at 
bod price. Otherwise, the activations is failed, and penalty is to be paid by the 
operator to the Grid according to Chapter 4.5 

 

3.2.1 Activation 1 

MW Scheduled Requested Actual Vr Ve Vreq Result 

19:30 - 19:40 11 NA 15.0 NA NA NA NA 

19:40 - 19:50 11 5.5 9.6 1.4 4.1 5.5 Failed 

19:50 - 20:00 11 0 1.9 9.1 1.9 11 Success 

Overall (MWh)    1.76 0.99 2.75 Failed 
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The activation did not meet the criteria mainly for 2 reasons: 

 The actual production before the activation was fairly above the schedule: 15 MW output vs. 

11 MW scheduled. When assessing the interval 19:40 to 19:50, the production before the 

activation (eg 19:40 to1 9:45) is taken in account and over-weights in the calculation of Ve 

 One turbine of Barly plant did not respond and could not be curtailed, resulting in a power 

output of 1,9 MW instead of 0 MW 

3.2.2 Activation 2 

MW Scheduled Requested Actual Vr Ve Vreq  

19:30 - 19:40 10 NA 15.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 

19:40 - 19:50 10 5 10.0 0.0 5.0 5 Failed 

19:50 - 20:00 10 0 1.9 8.1 1.9 10 Success 

Overall (MWh)    1.35 1.16 2.50 Failed 

 

 

 

This result of activation 2 are quite similar to activation 1. 
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3.3 Outlook and lessons learnt 

The metrics of the results show that the KPI was not met, but the analysis of the tests show easy 
improvement leads: 

 The activation via implicit offer mainly relies on having reliable forecast. In the present test, 

the forecast was only updated once per day, in the morning at 9:30, and could not 

recalibrate on live metering data. It is not surprising that the production forecast for 8 and 9 

pm prepared at 9:30 am show major deviation, resulting in poor test metrics. In a 

circumstance where the forecast/schedule could be updated hourly with live meter data 

recalibration, the reliability of the forecast would seriously improve, resulting in a better test 

metrics. 

 The remote control of the plant showed quick and reliable response to activation with 1 

exception. In a situation where manual reserve becomes a sound business, the reliability of 

such remote control would be enhanced, also resulting in better metrics. 

That is why these 2 activations clearly demonstrated the plausibility of an end-to-end activation of 
renewable plants on the “Mécanisme d’ajustement”. 
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4 Laboratory Tests 

This section shows in detail all the results achieved for WP3. As it is depicted in D3.2, the 
development of the work for this WP was divided into two main parts, related with the equivalent 
modelling of active distribution networks (ADNs), and the reinforcement learning (RL) based VPP 
control algorithm. In the following subsections these parts are depicted separately. 

4.1 Active distribution networks (ADNs) equivalent model 

In order to promote diversity in the disturbances under study, and hence improve the model’s 
robustness, several faults were considered. The transmission network presented in Figure 72, loaded 
into the real-time digital simulator (RTDS) unit, according to the methodology described in D3.2, 
served as a case platform for the tests performed.  

 

Figure 72 – Faults location under study. 

The laboratory network, acting in these tests as an ADN accounting with 20MW, was connected to 
the transmission side at locations 1 and 2 (LOC_1 and LOC_2). For each of the locations, two three-
phase short-circuits (among SC_1, SC_2 and SC_3) on the transmission network were simulated, 
imposing its effects at the interconnection to the laboratory network. Short-circuit impedances were 
defined by trial and error (in relation with the base impedance of the system), in order to comply 
with two main restrictions: minimum short-circuit voltage level able to be dealt by the laboratory 
network’s interconnection power converter; and the normalization of the voltage level each fault 
would impose locally. The latter aimed to represent the effect of reduction of voltage drop along the 
lines, meaning faults occurring further away from the ADN would be less severe. Also to increase 

LOC_1

LOC_2

SC_2

SC_1

SC_3
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tests diversity, the ADN was considered to be either importing or exporting active power to the 
upstream transmission network. This was achieved by changing the operation point of the power 
inverter from the laboratory. 

A summary of the cases under study is depicted in the following Table 9. 

 

Table 9 Summary of faults under study.  

Scenarios Location Short-Circuit Experiment No. 

Import 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

1 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Import 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

2 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Export 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

3 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Export 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

4 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

 

Also, as a result from the sensitivity gained in WP2 (described in D2.2) and the slight change on the 
equivalent model structure – due to the assets configuration of the laboratory – the state variables of 
the system used upon the fitting process was changed. For this case, it was used a total of 17 state 
variables, forming a set of parameters to be used by the equivalent model. These are summarized in 
the following Table 10. Besides the variables description and corresponding model, also their 
minimum and maximum admissible values are depicted. These aim to provide the model with the 
sufficient flexibility to follow slight changes in the response. The realization of these limits was 
achieved by either allowing a percentage (upper or downer) to rated values (i.e., in per unit), or 
around their measured physical characteristics, as it is the case of the induction motor. 
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Table 10 Parameters for ADN optimization problem.  

Scenarios Location Short-Circuit Experiment No. 

Import 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

1 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Import 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

2 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Export 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

3 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

Export 

Loc_1 
SC_1 

4 
SC_2 

Loc_2 
SC_1 

SC_3 

 

After gathering the reactive power responses from the laboratory for the aforementioned cases, the 
curves were compared and fitted by the equivalent model response, by estimating its parameters 
iteratively recurring to an evolutionary particle swarm optimization (EPSO) algorithm. To do so, the 
voltage measured at the transmission/distribution interconnection was applied to the equivalent 
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model. The responses from these cases are represented by the curves depicted in Figure 73, Figure 
74, Figure 75 and Figure 76. The figures are organized per experiment number, comprising each of 
the four cases on the vertical axis, according to Table 9, where the upper plot refers to the short-
circuit voltage (in pu) applied to the equivalent (resultant from the laboratory experiments), and the 
comparison between the reactive power response (in Mvar) from the laboratory and the resultant 
from the equivalent model. 

 

Figure 73 – Experiment nº1 (import): voltage applied to the equivalent model and respective reactive power response 
compared with the response from the laboratory network. 
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Figure 74 – Experiment nº2 (import): voltage applied to the equivalent model and respective reactive power response 
compared with the response from the laboratory network. 

 

 

Figure 75 – Experiment nº3 (export): voltage applied to the equivalent model and respective reactive power response 
compared with the response from the laboratory network. 
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Figure 76 – Experiment nº4 (export): voltage applied to the equivalent model and respective reactive power response 
compared with the response from the laboratory network. 

 

 

 

As expected, and when compared to the in silico tests performed and presented in D2.2, the 
responses from the laboratorial tests are affected by a certain level of harmonic distortion. 
Inevitably, a mathematical representation such as the one used in the equivalent model’s structure 
considers simplifications that set apart the models’ response from the real-world phenomena. 
However, as it can be observed from the previous figures, the equivalent model’s responses show a 
very good global agreement with the laboratorial responses. Even for the cases where the voltage 
sag is more significant, the model is able to follow with success the tendencies of the laboratory 
response, presenting a good performance in representing the reactive power curves. Especially for 
the cases where the ADN is exporting, and the response is slightly more oscillatory due to the 
characteristics of the power inverter, the equivalent is capable of representing the main curve’s 
tendencies, respecting the downshoot during the fault and the respective duration, as well as its 
recovery to the transient disturbance. 
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4.2 Reinforcement Learning based VPP control 

Although in silico simulations were performed for a total of 100 episodes with the simulated duration 
of 1 hour each, the same tests performed in laboratory would require that physical amount of time 
to be run. Therefore, the test were scaled to a feasible time horizon. A total of 72 episodes of 5 
minutes each were selected, randomly, from the AGC’s real time series. This represents 6 hours of 
control, summing to a total of 5.400 steps of 4 seconds. The entire set of episodes was performed on 
the Reinforcement Learning (RL) control algorithm and on the naïve strategy for comparison. 

In the following figures, examples of episodes run on both control strategies are plotted. The shaded 
green area is representative of the available VPP power, the bold blue line identifies the DA market 
bid with the surrounding shaded blue band indicating the availability to provide FRR. The other bold 
lines represent the DA target, i.e. the AGC signal (in red), the output set-point sent by the artificial 
agent to the VPP (in green) and the actual output of the physical VPP at the laboratory (in black). The 
values are all in MW.  

Figure 77 and Figure 78 show one of the 72 tested scenarios for the RL algorithm and the for the 
naïve strategy respectively. It is visible, by the overlapping of the green and black lines, that the real 
output at the laboratory setup closely follows the set-points generated by the algorithms. In turn, for 
the RL algorithm, the output also follows closely the DA target, representing the AGC output. Given 
the 6 seconds delay introduced in the naïve strategy, performance of this algorithm is clearly 
penalized. 

In Figure 79 and Figure 80 another example episode is plotted. This is an interesting episode since 
the AGC signal’s amplitude of variation is significantly high. What can be observed is a slight gap 
between the desired and the real VPP output that increases when subsequent transitions between 
steps have a higher amplitude. By comparing the runs from both algorithms, it can be seen that the 
offset is not caused by the amplitude of the transitions per se (the naïve strategy does not present 
the characteristic transition “spikes”) but by the conjunction of amplitude and frequency of such 
steep transitions. 

 

Figure 77 - RL algorithm result I 
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Figure 78 - Naïve strategy result I 

 

Figure 79 - RL algorithm result II 

 

 

Figure 80 - Naïve strategy result II 

The cause of this offset can only be attributed to limitations of the laboratory equipment and 
explains the presence of some higher magnitude deviations that did not appear at the in silico 
simulations. Nevertheless, even in this extreme scenario, the maximum difference between desired 
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and real VPP output does not reach 1.3 MW while for the naïve strategy it sits at 2.6 MW. An 
important observation regarding the episode showcased is the algorithm’s ability to maintain the 
output within the upper regulation limit, with the same being verified for the lower limit at other 
episodes not shown. 

The following figures reproduce some of the metrics used to evaluate and compare the RL and naïve 
strategies’ performances across the 72 simulated episodes. 

Having already compared the VPP output calculated by both approaches with the AGC signal that it 
should follow with high accuracy, it is now interesting to understand: 

1.  if the real output signal is also closely related to that target and 

2.  if that proximity is attributed to a strong correlation between the strategies’ outputted 
signals and the ones obtained at the end of the laboratorial apparatus. 

In order to do so, a comparison between percent and absolute deviations per step will be made in 
the following paragraphs, and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient determined for each episode. 

It is important to emphasize at this point the difference between the sampling times of the real VPP 
output (200ms) and of the AGC signal (4s). Therefore, a comparison made per step (Δt = 4s) is based 
on the arithmetic mean of ≈20 data points of the real output obtained at the laboratory. The value of 
data points is approximate, sometimes corresponding to 19 data points, other to 21, since the 
sampling time at the laboratory is not always exactly 200ms suffering from some minor deviations. 
On the other hand, comparisons made per iteration have a sample time of 200ms, for which the AGC 
signal is assumed constant between periods of 4 seconds.  

Figure 81 and Figure 82 represent the percent deviation between the simulated and the real VPP 
output as a percentage of the simulated output for every iteration and every step of the 72 episodes, 
respectively. Despite some outliers at both Figure 81 and Figure 82, attributed to the earlier pointed 
artefact, the majority of deviations for both strategies remains around the 2.5% deviation mark. In 
fact, the naïve strategy presented a 0.2% higher standard deviation, observable in Figure 81. As will 
be later discussed, this tendency is reversed when analysing the absolute rather than the percent 
deviations and again can be imputed to the behaviour observed earlier at the transitions between 
setpoints. The naïve strategy presents fewer deviations since less transitions happen, but the 
deviations have a larger magnitude in general. That aspect penalizes the percent deviation as can be 
seen at Figure 84. Nevertheless, and looking at Figure 82, the deviations per step are small, 
remaining well below 1% and comparable, as desired, between the two strategies. Figure 83 and 
Figure 84 depict the percent deviation between the AGC signal and the VPP real output as a 
percentage of the first. Because the deviations represent only a very small percentage of the total 
output energy, Figure 81 and Figure 83 overlap for most of their extension. Figure 85 gives a close-up 
on the overlap of the two figures, from iteration 5E4 to 6E4 where it is clear that there are 
differences on both plots, but they are smaller than 2 percent points for most of the cases. Figure 84 
highlights those differences, by plotting the same deviation per step, where clearly, the RL algorithm 
shows a better performance than the naïve strategy, with 99% of the deviations falling below 0.9% 
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versus 2.5%, respectively. By comparing these results with the ones obtained solely by in silico 
simulation, it can be concluded that no clear degradation of performance was observed when 
performing the simulations on the laboratory environment. 

 

Figure 81 - Simulated and Real VPP Output percent deviation (per iteration) - RL (left), naïve (right) 

 

Figure 82 - Simulated and Real VPP Output percent deviation (per step) - RL (left), naïve (right) 

 

Figure 83 –AGC signal and VPP Real Output percent deviation (per iteration) - RL (left), naïve (right) 
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Figure 84 - AGC signal and VPP Real Output percent deviation (per step) - RL (left), naïve (right) 

 

Figure 85 - Close-up comparison of the two deviations plotted in Figure 81 and Figure 83 - RL (left), naïve (right) 

In order to further explore the difference between both strategies, Figure 86 and Figure 87 present 
metrics regarding the absolute deviations between the simulated and real output, and between the 
AGC signal and real output, respectively. On the left-hand side of each figure the absolute mean 
deviation per episode of both strategies is given, while on the right side a histogram with the number 
of occurrences of all deviations, grouped in suitable bins, is plotted. Both plots use MW as the unit. 

Focusing on Figure 86, and as mentioned before, greater deviations between the simulated output 
and the real output of the VPP appear more often for the RL algorithm than for the naïve strategy. 
This was, nevertheless, expected, given the offsets observed at transitions as depicted at Figure 79. 
Because transitions are more frequent for the RL algorithm’s runs, those offsets appear more often 
and, despite being quickly corrected, they have a larger weight on the absolute mean deviation than 
the sparser deviations observed for the naïve strategy. The same principle can be applied for 
justifying the apparent “worse” performance of the RL algorithm when analysing the histogram. 

Figure 87 details the deviations between the AGC signal and the VPP real output. As expected, the RL 
algorithm has a much better performance with a maximum absolute mean deviation slightly above 
0.21MW and averaging 0.13MW. The alternative showed deviations as high as 0.58MW, averaging 
0.35MW. Focusing on the histogram it is revealed that 99% of the deviations fall below 0.37MW for 
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the RL algorithm, while the same metric for the naïve strategy rises to 1.92MW. These are very 
significant differences that validate the performance of the RL algorithm.  

 

Figure 86 - Simulated and Real VPP Output absolute deviation per Episode (left); Histogram of the deviations per step 
(right) 

 

Figure 87 - AGC signal and VPP Real Output absolute deviation per episode (left); Histogram of the deviations per step 
(right) 
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It was, however, surprising to verify that the histogram for RL was not symmetric around the 0 value, 
but slightly deviated to the left. What this meant was that the VPP real output was more often above 
the setpoint it received than below. Again, the most plausible explanation for this tendency resides 
on the transitions between steps. In truth, downwards transitions are followed by positive offsets 
with greater module than the negative offsets of upward transitions. Some examples can be 
observed at Figure 88 where close-ups of 5 different episodes are given showcasing the described 
behavior. As can be observed in one of the examples of upwards transitions, the real output even 
exceeds the desired simulated output. 

 

Figure 88 - Examples of the greater offset on downwards transitions. 

Finally, Figure 89 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between simulated and real VPP output 
for every episode evaluated. The values presented evidence that the real output closely follows the 
strategies’ outputs, by assuming values very close to 1.0. Figure 90 shows the correlation between 
the AGC signal and the VPP real output and, once again, it is evidenced the superiority of the RL 
algorithm. 
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Figure 89 - Correlation (per episode) between the Simulated and Real VPP Output. 

 

Figure 90 - Correlation (per episode) between the AGC signal and VPP Real Output. 

 

 


